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The Great Star Map-I* 

The Team Worli of the World's Astronomers 

By H. H. Turner, D.Se., D. C. L., F. R. S., Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford 

THE simpler name "star map" is here applied to 
the chart generally knDwn as the "Astrographic 
Chart," because this latter ·CDnveys a suggestion of 
technicality which is absent frDm the project. What 
astrDnomers in different parts of the world are really 
abDut is the making of a large and much more de
tailed map Df the stars than has hithertO' been prD
duced. The map is being made by phDtography; but 
though the wDrd "astrographic" has been coined fDr 
use when photDgraphy is applied to the stars, the 
work does nDt involve much technicality that is not 
familiar to' the users Df an Drdinary Kodak. In three 
details Dnly does the wDrk Df the astronDmer differ 
from that of the amateur phDtDgrapher: he uses a 
much longer ·camera; he drives the camera by clock
work so that it may follow the stars; and he takes 
pIctures at night instead Df in the daytime. It may 
perhaps be added that he uses the light emitted by 
stars, instead Df phDtDgraphing Dbjects by reflected 
light of the sun. But Df these details more presently. 

Let us first consider what is the nature of a map 
of the st1\rs, as this differs somewha:t in ·character 
from the maps Df the earth's surface with which we 
are familiar. There is no question Df finding Dur 
way, nO' questiDn of delimiting prDperty, nO' questiDn 
of shDwing hiIls and valleys. A map of the stars is 
of a more monDtDnous character, being practically 
limited to showriIg the exact positions and the bright
nesses Df individual points of light. Maps Df the stars 
may ·differ 'frDm Dne another in scale, in accuracy, 
and in cDmpleteness: In scale bec,ause we may show 
two given stars separated on the map either by a fDOt 
or by an inch, according to requirements; accuracy 
wiII have a tendency to be greater on the larger 
scale; and they may in dicate either a few bright stars 
or many faint ones. We are familiar with the fact 
that there are only a few very bright stars, mDre Df 
a degree less bright, more stiIl fainter stars; and the 
increase cDntinues as the luminDsity diminishes, long 
after they have ceased to' be visible to' Dur eyes, nO' 
limit being reached even by the longest exposures 
given with our largest telescopes. Completeness then 
can Dnly be a relative term. It is at present impos
sible to think Df giving all the stars in the sky; we 
can Dnly settle to give all those brighter than a cer
tain fixed standard. 

The earliest maps of the stars were prDbably made 
fDr astrolDgical purposes; later they were required 
fDr the use of sailors. But through all the aenturies 
so little ha d been done towards making accurate maps 
that in 1674, when there arose ·a questiDn of finding 
the longitude at sea by DbservatiDns Df the moon and 
stars, it was pDinted out by Flamsteed that no suf
ficiently accurate maps or catalogues of the stars were 
available. King Charles II., to' whom this information 
was brought, was thDroughly alarmed at the state of 
affairs and immediately said that ,he must have the 
omissiDn rectified. Thus was Green wich ObservatDry 
established. When asked who was to take charge Df 
the observatory, the king immediately replied that 
Flamsteed, whO' had pointed 0ut the need ·of.su�h, an 
institution, was the man to put in charge. Modern 
observation of the positiDns Df the stars may be said 
to have ·begun at this periDd. Greenwich tODk a great 
step fDrward half a century later, when Bradley was 
made the third AstronDmer Royal and increased the 
accuracy of observatiDn very considerably, so that his 
results have fDrmed the basis Df our knDWledge of the 
positiDns of the stars to' the present time. But Brad
ley and his successors for the most part confined their 
attention to the brighter stars, not cDncerning them
selves with those much fainter than can 'be seen with 
the naked eye. There are two gODd reasons fDr this. 
In the first place, the number of stars required for 
the use of sailDrs is not large; indeed, sailors them
selves use remarkably few, for only the brightest are 
suitable for Dbservation by the small telescopes of 
their sextants. Indirectly, however, sailDrs depend 
upon the keeping of accurate time-Greenwich time is 
in use all the world over fDr determining IDngitude: 
and f.or keeping accurate time a much larger number 
of stars, called "clock stars," is required. These have 
had the first claim upon the attentiDn of astronomers 
at our great observatDries during a cDuple Df cen
turies. A secDnd reaSDn for cDnfining atten tion to 
these brighter stars arises frDm the limitatiDns Df 
instruments. The observations were generally made 
by watching the star cross..the field Df view, in which 
were certain spider lines for reference. Now these 
lines cannDt be seen unless the field of view is iIlu-
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minated, and a faint star is then lDSt in the illumina
tion. In these days of electric light it is comparative
ly easy to adDpt a new instrumental method, whereby 
the wires themselves (and nDt the background) are 
illuminated; they then appear as bright lines but are 
not sufficiently daz:ding to Dbscure even a faint star, 
which can' thus be observed as well' as a bright Dne. 
But in former times this methDd had not been suffi
ciently developed and in any case the brig,hter stars 
were easier to' Dbserve. For these reaSDns therefore 
the fainter stars have not attracted attentiDn until 
cDmparatively recen t1y. One motive fDr studying them 
came with the discovery of the minDr planets, which 
dates frDm the first day of the nineteenth century. 
It had been realized that there was a gap in the se
quence Df planets (as arranged in Drder Df distance 
from the sun) between Mars and Jupiter. It was 
cl�ar that there could not be any large planet in this 
positihn, fDr it wDuld have been noticed; but there 
might be a small Dne, so search was made for it. The 
methDd of search was somewhat labDriDus. It was 
necessary to identify all the stars within a certain 
region in order that any strange body might be de
tected. It is now easy to accomplish this by taking 
a photDgraph Df the region; but at the end Df the 
eighteenth century no such cDmpendiDus process was 
available; then the positions Df individual stars were 
either patiently and laboriously measured Dne by one, 
or learned by the astronDmer SO' that he could carry 
a picture Df the region in ,his memDry. In default of 
an actual material phDtDgraph he practically phOtD
graphed the image on his own retina. It is astonish
ing to think how much was accomplished by this 
toilsDme process. Not one only bu t hundreds Df minor 
planets were discDvered in this way, thO' ugh not with
out difficulty and delay. Four were found at first in 
rapid succession and then came a long blank during 
nearly half a century, so that it seemed as though 
the number were cDmplete: but thDUgh this view 
proved quite erroneDus, it was only after a search 
of fifteen years that Hencke, an ·ex-pDstmaster of 
Driessen, was at last rewarded by another discDvery. 
FrDm that time the number has been extended almost 
cDntinuDusly, so that we now know nearly seven hun
dred of these tiny bDdies. From the circumstances 
attending the discovery and the subsequent observa
tion Df them has arisen Dne need fDr charting the 
places of the fainter stars. The easiest way to record 
the mDvements Df these small bodies is to measure 
their distancs from adjacent faint stars, and this is 
only satisfactDry when we know the places Df the stars 
themselves. T,his led astronomers to undertake the 
great wDrk of charting the ZDne of the heavens called 
the Zodiac, in Dr near which all the planets move. 
Such an enterprise was started at Berlin eallly in the 
nineteenth century; another, initiated by Charornac 
many years later was cDntinued by the brothers Henry 
Df Paris, whO' ultimately tODk the great step Df em
ploying photography in the work; and this led to' the 
inception o'f the scheme we are now cDnsidering. 

The intrDductiDn Df the photographic m ethod was at 
first fitful and tentative. Apparently the earliest at
tempts were made in America by the BDnds and by 
Rutherfurd. It is curious nDW to read Df the difficul
ties in Dbtaining impressions of any but the brighter 
stars in the DId ·days Df wet plates. The wet plate of 
CDurse was not nearly SO' sensitive as the dry plate; 
alsO' it could only be exposed for a limited time be
fDre it dried up, and during such limited expDsures 
only the brightest stars left an image' upDn it. Even 
t.he wildest hopes of these early pioneers in forecast
ing the future fell far short of what is now easily 
attainable: witness the following extract' from a letter 
of George Bond to the Hon. WiIIiam Mitchell, Nan
tucket, dated frDm Cambridge (Mass.) July 6, 1857: 

"As far as I am infDrmed, the attempt to' phDtO
graph the fixed stars by their Dwn light has been 
made nowhere else up to the present date. The rumor 
of a daguerreotype Df a nebula made in Italy SDme 
years since, was unfDunded. 

"AbDUt seven years since (July 17, 1850) Mr. Whip· 
pIe obtained daguerreotype impressions from the image 
Df a Lyra; formed in the fDCUS Df the great equatDrial 
and subsequently from Oastor, thus establishing a sim
ple 

'
but not uninteresting fact-the possibility of such 

an achievement. On these occasions a long expDsure 
of one or two minutes was required before the plate 
was acted upon by the light. 

1 !.1'�morial" of William ('mnch Bond: Director of Ha�vl!:r(� . ('ollPge Ob""rvatory 1 R40-ri9. and of hlR Ron George P)�llll\;' 
Bond Director of the TIn rvard College Observatory 18;)9-(\.), 

hy 'Fllward' S. Holden ( Lemcke & Beuchner, New York, 18!l7), 
p. 155. 
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"Messrs. Whipple and Black recommenced their 
trials on other images (taken by the cDllodion pro
cess) in Maroh Df the present year and they' are still 
in progress. . .. CDuld anDther step in advance 
be taken equal to that gained since 1850, the CDnse
quences cDul d nDt fail of being of incalculable im
pDrtance in .astrDnDmy. The same object a Lyra;, 

whi·ch in 1850 required 1008 to impart its image to 
the plate, and even then imperfectly, is nDW phOtD
graphed instantaneously with a symmetrical disc fit 
for exact micrDmeter measurement. We then were 
confined to' a dozen -or two Df the brightest stars 
whereas now we take all that are visible to the naked 
eye. Even frDm week to' week we can distinguish de
cided prDgress. At present the chief Dbject 
of attention must be to imprDve the sensitiveness Df 
the plates, to which I am assured by high authDrities 
in chemistry there is scarcely any limit to be put in 
pDint of theory. SuppDse we are able finally to ob
tain pictures of seventh magnitude stars. It is reason
able to' suppose that Dn some lDfty m ountain and in 
a purer atmosphere we might, with the same tele
scope, include the eighth magnitude. TO' increase the 
size of the telescope threefold in aperture is a practica
ble thing if money can be fDund. This would increase 
the brightness of the stellar images, say eightfold, and 
we ShDUld be able then to' photDgraph ·all the stars to 
the tenth and eleventh magnitude inclusive. There is 
nDthing then so extravagant in predicting a future 
applieatiDn of phDtography to' stellar astronDmy on a 
mDst magnificent scale. 

"P. 8.-1 find I have forgotten to allude to twO' im
portant features in stellar photDgraphy�one is that. 
the intensity and si",e Df the images taken in connec· 
tiDn with the length of time during which the plate 
has been expDsed measures the relative magnitudes 
of the stars. The -other pDint is tha t the measure
ments Df distances and angles Df pOSition of the double 
stars frDm the plates, we have as.certained by many 
trials on our earliest impressions, to be as exact as 
the best micrometric wDrk." 

The letter is a remarkable one for the date. The 
three forecasts Df imprDvement-increased sensitive
ness in plates, larger in struments, and better rlimate 
�have all been realized within fifty years. There 
are two mountai·n Dbservatories in California; there 
is a 40-inch lens, nearly three times the size of the 
15-inch Harvard equatDrial, at the Yerkes ObservatDry 
and 'tWD 5-foot mirrDrs represent an even greater ad
vance; there has been alsO' an . enormous increase in 
sensitivness Df plates. It was in this last particular 
that Bond failed to' allow sufficien t play to his imagina
tion, as instead of an increase repI:esented by Dne 
stellar magnitude we have mDre than ten times that 
estimate. But Bond's discernment was Dtherwise S O'  
great that this slight failure may b e  pardoned. His 
postscript ShDWS that he realized even thus early the 
accuracy of the phDtographic method, and in this his 
judgment agreed with that of L. M. Rutherfurd, who 
set to' work to' measure his photDgraphs systematically 
and SODn found that they recorded t.he positiDns of 
the stars mDre accurately than his Dwn apparatus 
would measure- them. He used a micrometer screw 
and found, thDUg.h he had provided himself with the 
best one available, that its errors were sufficiently 
large to prevent his doing justice to the photographs, 
and he turned aside from ,his Driginal prDject to the 
cDnstruction of a better screw. Ultimately he made a 
screw so accurate that his attention was again dis· 
tracted tDwards the completest possible test of i ts ac
curacy. This he fDund in the ruling Df very fine 
lines close together on metal-several thDusands with
In an inch-the result being what is called a grating, 
which can be used like a prism to' spread out light 
Into a spectrum. This ·work was so engrossing that 
Rutherfurd never seriDusly J;,fturned to his original 
purpose Df measuring his photographs, but many Df 
them ,have been measured since and have shown clear· 
ly how correct was his judgment of the accuracy Df 
the phDtDgraphic method. In spite o'f this accuracy, 
hDwever, the incDnvenience of the wet plate long de
layed serious use of the m ethDd or the determinatiDn 
Df star places. Photographs of the sun were taken 
showing the spots (requiring only a mDmentary ex
po-sure); measures Df spot positions were made on 
these and fDund satisfactory. But a sun spot is an 
irr_egular_ Dbjeet having no very -definite positiDn and 
does nDt afford a very severe test of accuracy; conse
quently this work failed to draw the attention of 
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astronomers to the full resources at their command. 
'fhe complete change in attitude came in a rathnr 

sensational malllH'r on the app€arance of the great 
comet of 1)182. This compt, which was a very respec
table objl�d ill llw Northcrll Hl'lIli�vhcre, was much 
more magnifkent in the Southern. The dry plate had 
by this time made photography easy and many memo 
bers of the public who had recently become possessors 
of cameras essayed to photograph the comet; they 
found to their disappointment that the rotation of 
the earth carrying them and their cameras with it 
was sufficient to spoil their pictures. Thereupon, Sir 
David Gill, then H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, invited 
one O'f them to CDme to the Observatory and to strap 
his camera to the e quatorial telescDpe (which was 
fitted with clockwork to counteract the earth's mo
tion) ; immediately some beautiful pictures of the 
comet were obtained, and nDt only of the comet but Df 
the surrounding stars. The number of stars shown 
on the photographs was indeed striking, and attracted 
widespread attention. The late Dr. Common of Ealing, 
w.ho had been constructing telescopes for himself, 
withDUt however any definite intention of using them 
photographically, immediately turned them to this 
new purpose and obtained some beautiful pictures of 
nebullE. The brothers Henry in Paris saw the possi
bility of substituting the new process for the im
mensely laborious method by which they had been 
making their ecliptic ,charts; but in their case the 
change could nDt be made so easily, as their telescope 
had been made for visual use and could not immediate
ly be used photographically. The difficulty arises 
from the existence of numerous colors in white light. 
the ('olors wit h whic.h we are 'familiar in the rainbow. 
When looking thrDugh a telescope with the eye we 
use chiefly rays nearly yellow in color, w.hile the 
]lhotographic plate is sensitive to blue and violet. Now 
a lens cannot be constructed to focus all these rays 
at the same time and consequently for photography a 
new lens must be made which will focus the blue and 
violet light instead of the yellow.' T,here are ways 
of avoiding this difficulty which may be briefly men
tioned. In the first place if we use a mirror which 
brings the rays to focus by refiectiDn, instead of a 
lens which combines ·them by refraction, no color 
difficulty arises. (It was for this reason that Dr. 
Common was able to use at once for photography the 
refler-ting tele scope which he had originally built for 
eye observation.) Secondly, modern improvements in 
the construction of photographic plates have made 
them sensitive to yellow light under certain condi
tions, so that visual telescopes ,can be used to take 
photographs if a yellow screen cuts out the unfocussed 
blue rays, leaving only those for which the telescope 
has been properly focussed. When a suitable plate 
is then put behind the screen, pictures of the moon 
and stars can be and have been obtained quite as good 
as those obtained with a telescope specially made for 
photography. But in 1882 this had not been realized 
and the Brothers Henry saw no way Df using the new 
and promising phDtographic method but to make a 
new lens specially adapted for it. This they set about 
with great skill and determination. After a few 
trials on small lenses they at last succeeded in pro
ducing a photographic lens of 13 inches aperture, a 
veritable triumph of optical workmanship at that time. 
They were Df course amateurs at the work. Admiral 
Mouchez, the DirectDr of the Paris Observatory, gave 
them every encouragement and put at their disposal 
such resources as he had available; but their work
shop was after all a mere shed. I ,have often heard 
Dr. Common speak with amusement of his visit to the 
workshop which had turned out to the admiration of 
the world the first successful photographic refra,ctor 
-the mDdest building and the humble appliances were 
so surprising. We are reminded of the simple ap
partus with which great experimenters like Faraday 
have often achieved the mDst remarkable results. 

It was the work O'f the lens thus produced by the 
Henrys that led directly to the inception of the project 
we are considering. The specimen maps of small re
giDnS of the sky which they soon obtained suggested 
the possibility of producing such maps fDr the whole 
sky. The work contemplated was no child's play. 
At least 10,000 maps would be required to cover the 
whole sky; and a labor of this magnitude was beyond 
the resources Df a single observatDry. Correspondence 
between Sir David Gill-under whose direction the 
comet photographs had been taken-and Admiral 
Mouchez, who had encouraged the work of the Henrys, 
led ultimately to the assembling of a great interna
tional conference at Paris in 1887. It was a remark· 
able meeting, the first of its kind in the history of 
astronomy; and it has shown the way for subsequent 
gatherings which have already made their mark U]lon 
that history. Conferences O'f a similar kind have since 
been hel,] in 1)1R9. 1R!l1, 1R9G, 1900; anll after a long 
interval in 1909. On all these occasions the French 
have acted as hosts and have disc,harged t.hese duties 
with a cDrdiality and hospitality that has never failed 
to' impress their colleagues from the most distant 

parts of the world. It would be difficult indeed to 
imagine a mure pleasing center for uur meetings than 
Paris or a nation m ore admirably adapted to play 
the part of hosts than the French; and they ha Vf' been 
\,cwal'dNI by an increasing gUl:cess in Ihe gatherings. 
At the last meeting it became clear that the assembly 
had developed from a mere collection of those inter
ested in a particular project into an organization of 

the world's resources for the promotion of the astron
omy Df position. The physical side of astronomy has 
recently been organized on somewhat similar lines 
(profiting no dDUbt by the example provided). and 
the existence of these two great organizations will 
have a notable effect in economizing .our labors in 
the future. In 1887 such an important outcome was 
scarcely anticipated: Attention was then concentrated 
on the immediate task before the assembly, which 
was a difficult one in every way. Astronomers from 
distant quarters of the globe speaking different lan
guages, none of them with much experience of photog
raphy or of its possibilities but most of them wjth 
opinions more or less formed, met together to try 
to secure unanimity, not only in generalities but 
equally in small details. We need not be surprised 
at some of the results. The discussions were, to say 
the least of it, animated. There are no universal 
rules for conducting such business and astronomers of 
one cDuntry were not familiar with rules in use else
where. It interested Englishmen, for instance, who 
are accustomed to have resolutions moved by any 
one rather than the chairman, to learn that ,this was 
by no means a universal rule. On the contrary, the 
chairman of the first conference considered it part of 
his duties to' move all the resolutions. After listening 
to a discussion, he took it to be his function to sum
marize the sense of the meeting in a resolution which 
he put from the chair and in favor Df which he held 
up h is own hand. Unfortunately for his success his 
was sometimes the only .hand held up and the discus
Rion was necessarily resumed. Another feature of 
such discussions on the Continent is a little strange 
to our insular prejudices but might perhaps be adopted 
by us with advantage. OccasiDns sometimes arise 
when the collision of contrary opiniDns p roduces con
siderable heat and there is an obvious desire on the 
part of two gentlemen (or even more) to speak at the 
same time. On such Dccasions the chairman rings a 
bell and declares the sitting intermitted for a few 
minutes. What has been public discussiDn can now 
he developed as private conversation. Gentlemen of 
opposite views who have been addressing one another 
excitedly across the width of the ·room may now rush 
together and arrive at a better understanding at close 
quarters. The effeet of such an opportunity soon 
becomes evident when after a few minutes' interval 
the chairman again rings his bell-a calm has suc
ceeded to the storm and not infrequently it is possible 
to crystallize out a resolution. 

Let us glance at one or two of the matters which 
had to be decided in 1887. The fi r·st and most im
portant was the chDice of an instrument or instru
ments-for it was a preliminary question whether the 
same pattern should be used by all those co-operatjng 
in the work. This preliminary question, however, was 
soon se,uled in the affirmative. All were to use simi
lar instruments; and now what were they to be? 
Should they be reflecting telescopes as used by Dr. 
CDmmDn, refracting telescopes as made by the broth
ers Henry, or refracting telescopes of a different pat
tern and more closely similar to camera lenses as 
advocated by Prof. Pi,ckering of Harvard? 

The advantages of the reflector were that it was 
cheap and that it existed. It is cheap because there 
is only one surface to be polished. Reflectors used to 
be made of speculum metal polished to a concave 
form; such were, for example, the great telescopes of 
Sir William Herschel and of Lord Rosse: nowadays 
instead of metal we use glass silvered on the face 
(not on the back as in a domestic looking-glass) : but. 
in either {'ase there is only one surface to be prepared 
optically. Now with lenses there are two, four, or 
even morf> surfaces, all of which must be optically 
true. Moreover the glass must be entirely 'free from 
blemishes; if there is a fault in the substance of the 
glass which forms a mirror it is behind the reflecting 
surface and may not spoil the image but a fault in 
the interior of a lens cannot fail to produce its effect. 
Hence a lens is always much more CDStly than a 
mirror of the same size and the greatest telescopes 
in the world have always been reflecting telescopes. 
Lord Rosse's 6-foot mirror has not yet been surpassed 
in size, although Dr. Common and Dr. Richey have 
both succeeded in making mirrors of (j feet and a 
mirror of no less than 8th feet diameter is proposed. 
but the largest lens in the world is the Yerkes of 40 

in!'\H's. 11"111'(' it ('ould not fail to impress the ('on
ference of ] 887 that the more economical instrument 
would be a reflector; mureover several such reflectors 
were already in existence and could, so it was hoped, 
be utilized without further expense. Thus at Oxford 
there was a refle.cting telescope, which Dr. De la Rue 
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had presented to the University Observatory, with 
whil'h Prof. Pritchard hoved to take a share in the 
great project: If it were decided to use a different 
pattern of instrum.mt bis hopes would h'l disapp()intf'ri 
unless he could obtain the 1Il0llf'y IlPI'eHsary to pur
chase one of the adopted pattern. 

As regards the two forms of refracting telescope, 
the refractor and the doublet, that advocated by Prof. 
Pickering was the more expensive and the less known. 
In the light of our modern knowledge of its advant
ages (especially for the purpose of covering a larger 
area of the sky at once) it is very strange to find so 
little in support of it in the accounts of the discus
flion. It seems to have been put aside almost at once, 
'in spite of the letter urging its adoption from Prof. 
Pickering. The chief reason for this was undoubtedly 
lack of information as to the accuracy with which 
plates taken by such an instrument would give t.he 
places of the stars. Specimen photographs taken by 
the brothers Henry with the other form of refractor 
had been measured and shown to be very satisfac
tory, but there was no correspond ing information 
about the "doublet" as this third form of instrument 
is now usually ,railed. Hence the doublet was put 
aside from the start and the choke was made between 
the reflector and the simple refractor. 

The decision fell UjlOn the latter. The choice has 
proved to be a wise one and it is satisfactory to re
member that it was made without any acrimonious 
discussion. This was largely due to Dr. Common him
self, who might perhaps have been expected to lay 
stress on the .particular advantages of his own special 
instrument. His experience however had impressed 
1Iim rather wit,h its (lefeds, espedal1y with its un
certainty. This un!'erlain ty is not due to the instru
ment itself so much as to our fitful f'1imate: The re
flector is so seriously illflupn(,pd at times by air cur
rents and changes of temperature as to be an instru
ment of moods and Dr. Common has accordingly com
pared it, somewhat ungallanlly, to the female sex. 
He himself took the initiative in re('ogni�dng that the 
Conference should adopt for a worl, of such magnitude 
the more trustworthy refrador as made by the broth
ers Henry; this straightforward course had its due 
effect on the formulation of a decision. There are 
now therefore a score of snch instruments scattered 
about the world, varying a little in non-essentials but 
all closely resembling one another in the size of the 
lens (which is 13% inches in diameter) and in the 
focal length of the telescope (w.hil'h is about 111h 

feet) . The focal length is actually Ilefined to be that 
which' represents one minute of arc by a millimeter 
on the photographic plate; and this relation is so 
useful that in cases where a larger telescope .has lJ.ePIl 

built, the relationship has been re('ogni?:ed by making 
the scale exactly twice the size. Dr. Common adopted 
the same focal length (of about 11 feet 6 inches) for 
his excellent mirrors of 30 inches aperture; with 
t,hese recently the beautiful photographs of ('omets 
have been taken and their power of discovering faint 
satellites has also been shown. 

Another very important decision taken by the Con
ference of 1887 had a rather curious history. It arose 
from the ignorance, at that time, of the behavior of 
a photographic film and the fear lest it should shrink 
In drying or otherwise become distorted. Experience 
of photography generally-as for instance the taking 
of portraits or landscapes-was sufficient to show that 
such distortion was at. any rate not large; but in 
astronomy we are concerned with very minute quan
tities and it was not known whether minute disturb
ances might not affect the relative positions of the 
images on the plate. Accordingly it was pro]losed to 
imprint upon each plate a series of accurately ruled 
cross lines called a reseau. They were to be photo
graphed on the plate before development by exposing 
it to an artificial light behind a silver matrix (a flat 
plate coated with silver ruled with such lines); on 
development the lines appear together with the star 
images and if the film has shrunk during any of the 
processes of Ilevelopment, fixi'ng, washing, etc .. thi'se 
lines will have shrunk sympathetically and will he 
no longer straight or at exactly equal distances as 
they were in the matrix. We have now learned that 
such shrinkage is so very small as to be negligible, 
at any rate for the purposes of our star map; indeed, 
even in the most minute investigations it is easier 
to neglect the shrinkage as accidental in character 
than to investigate it. Accidental errors can be ob· 
viated by taking another plate (or a number of othel' 
plates) and so far as our present experience goes the 
whole series of plates is very unlikely to be affected 
by any common or systematic error. Hence the func
tion assigned to the reseall was due to a misapprehen
sion and it has never been used for the purpose orig
inally proposed. Fortunately it has been of immense 
value in another way. The lines have servpd as refer· 
ence marks in determining the p laces of the stars 
with facility. To measure the distance between one 
image and another we might have used a long screw 
to carry a microscope from one to the other, but it is 
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better to compare the distance with a standard scale, 
using a screw to connect the stars with the ends of 
the scale; the latter method is to be pre'ferred be
cause it avoids the use of a great length of screw. 
Screws can now be made very accurately if necessary; 
Rutherfurd's work laid the foundations of such ac
curacy. But they are costly; their use over a large 
range takes time in turning the screw through many 
revolutions; and continual use is apt to' wear away 
the screw and render it no longer accurate. Hence 
it is preferable to use the method of comparing with 
a scale; the reseau has practically supplied an accur
ate scale in both directions for the rapid measurement 
of star positions on the plate. 

We may pause here to remark that the term "map" 
when applied to the present project must be used in 
a rather comprehensive sense. The scheme includes 
not only the pictorial representations on the plates 

or on any print� Illade [rum thelll but al80 the meas

urement of these 'plates and the publication of the 
measures of the individual stars. We can if p.re·ferred 
use a descriptive name for these measures. The 
printed books containing them are often called the 
Astrographic Catalogue as opposed to the prints which 
are the Astrograp.hic Chart proper; but the whole 
project is really one and the same, al:though the usual 
l'l"ocess adouted in making a terrestrial map is here 
Inverted. Surveyors of the face of the earth m ake 
careful measurements first and then plot them on a 
map and that was the method of astronomers before 
the days of photography. Now, however, we first 
take photographs and then measure them; but t.he 
project would be incomplete without full measures and 
charts. An illustration may be given of the risk in
volved in using one of these methods alone from the 
practice of Egyptian surveyors. They have been ac-

customed by centuries of traditiull to enter their meas
urements of land in books without proceeding to mal;e 
a map.' It is only within the last few years that the 
Egyptian survey under Captain Lyons mad·e maps for 
the first time of the landed property in Egypt; and 
when these beautiful maps were exhibited in Cai!'o 
thousands of landowners saw their property thus rep
resented for the first time. When the maps came to 

be made the disadvantages of the old plan soon became 
apparent; some pieces .of land had been recorded twice 
over while others had been omitted altogether. We 
can readily understand how this can happen in mere 
numerical ,records, though it is not so easy to under
stand how some individuals became reconciled to pay 
taxes as an annual consequence twice over; that some 
should have failed to resent their escape from taxes 
altogether is more intelligible. 

(To. be continu.ed) 

Practical Aspects of Printing T elegraphy-VI* 

An Inventor on the Difficulties to be Encountered and the Way to Overcome Them 

KEYBOARDS AND KEYBOARD OPERATING. 

With ,code and ci�her messages it is absolutely es
sential th�t the operator shall keep his eyes fixpd on 
the message all the time that he is sending, if he is to 
work rapidly and accurately. With the Morse key and 
sounder it is an easy matter for an operator to 
keep his eyes on the copy. With a typewriter key· 
board, on the other hand, it would appear at first 
glance to be very difficult to work without looking at 

the keyboard. Experience has shown, however, that 
there is no real difficulty, and that in one month, with 
proper training, an operator can become an expert in 
"touch writing" on a typewriter keyboard. That is 
to say, he can learn within a month to operate rapidly 
and accurately on a typewriter keyboard without tak· 
ing his eyes off the message. Code and cipher mes
sages are then as easy to transmit on typewriter key
boards as on the Morse key, with the advanta.ge that 
a single stroke on a key sends each character. 

The same difficulty has been experienced in con
nection with the use of the ord-inary typewriter in 
telegraphy, and also in using certain Morse transmit
ting keyboard machines. The typewriter compani,"s 
long ago discovered the value of "typewriting by 
touch," and all the record brealdng "typists" worl, 
in that way. Linotype operators have also discover,xl 
the advantage of this method of worldng. Some years 
ago it was· noticed in New York newspaper offices that 
certain linotype operators (on pieceworl;) were ma!,
ing considerably higher wages than their 'fellows. Jt 
wa? discovered that they had learned to operate th? 
very large and complicated linotype key'board of ninety 
characters without taldng their eyes off the copy. 
Knowledge of the method soon spread, and "touch 
operating" on linotypes is now quite general. Type· 
writer keyboards are much less formidable. On the 
piano, of course, playing by touch is essential, and 
it -is much more difficult than on a typewriter. On 
the latter it is merely a question of systematic instruc
tion and training on the lines long ago found neces
sary in piano playing. 

After some months' practice in this way, operators 
become extremely rapid and accurate. The author 
has seen 101 successive average British messages of 
20 words perforated on a keyboard without a solitary 
error, and that at the high speed of 90 messages an 
hour. This is over 2,000 words per hour of compli
cated matter with many figures and strange words 
and addresses and personal names. The operator had 
at the same time to sign the messages and number 
the perforated tape. 

The best operators are those whose sending becomes 
purely mechanical. Some men will use the MorEe key 
and talk to you at the same time without makin,g it 

mistake in the message they are sending. Others can 

whistle a tune and l;eep time with the "sticks," while 
pun"hing a message on the Wheatstone puncher, and 
the perforated message will he free 'from en·ors. 
Operators have been known to work for a whole day 
on the Morse l;ey without making a single mistake. 
When this stage of automatic perfection has been 
reached the operator becomes valuable. especially tn 
the case of printing telegraphs. Such skill reduces 
the number of errors and of corrections and inquiries, 
and it is these corrections and inquiries that redu'38 
the .output of a telegraph system so much. Every such 
correction or inquiry means a loss of time on the 
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average equal to the time of transmitting half ames· 
sage, and more in those cases where tne sending 
operator has to stop to look up the previous message 
to answer the inquiry. As an illUstration of how 
automatic the worl; of sending messages becomes, a 

case was mentioned in the 'l'elf/Hll)h Af/c o'r an operatn 
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Fig. 3.-A Shows the Murray Pril!ting Telegraph 
Metholl . of Fo1rling Telegrams so as to Dispense 
With BJnvelope. R Shows a Message Completely 
Folrled and Sealed With a Couple .of Adhesive Tele
graph Stamps Used for This PlIl'pose Only.. The 
Advantages are Saving of Cost of J<�nvelopes and 
Saving of the Time and Labor of Addressing Them. 

in an American telegraph office having received the 
news of Lincoln's assassination over his wire witho:lt 
noticing it. He wrote it out and the news was postell 
up outside the telegraph office. A great crowd as
sembled. The telegraph operators were surprised, and. 
on inquiring what the crowd was albout learned that 
Lincoln was shot. The operator who had received 
the message, had received it mechanically, 'and had 
been entirely unconscious of the substance of the tele
gram he had written down. That sounds incredible, 
but it is no surprise to telegraph operators, and it is 
no snrprise . to highly skilled shorthand writers. It 
is exactly in accord with their own experience. 

CONTRACTIONS. 

With the Morse key an operator can use contractionR 
in sending, berause the receiving operator can easily 
write out the words fully on a tYP"writer. In the 
case of a printing tele,graph this cannot be done, and 
if a word is sent over the line in a contracted form ;t 
wHl be printed in the same way. In America con
tractions are very freely used by operators, and thes£' 
contractions have presented some slight diffi,culties to 

printing telegraph inventors in the United States. In 
Press messages contractions are also very freely used, 
and in Press messages to be sent over J,ong ocean 
cables contractions have been developed into a fin£' 
art. All that a printing telegraph can do .in such cir
cumstances is to record the contractions. 

ENVELOPES AND ADDRESSES. 

On the Continent of F.urope telegramR are not pnt 
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in envelopes. They are folded and sealed and sent out 
in that way. In Germany the address has to be in
serted in a special pc·ace in the middle of the top of 
the form. As the preamble comes Ibefore the addre3" 
(in accordance with the terms of the I nternational 
Telegraph Convention), the preamble has to be prin .ed 
first, then the address, in Germany, above it, and 
afterward the text below it. With a tape prin ,in; 
t elegraph like the Hughes, it is easy to put the ad
dress at the top, or on the back as in France; bllt 
with a page printing telegraph, if it is to work auto
matically, there cannot be any turning back to put 
the address in the middle of the top of the message 
form, and .it is quite impossible to print the address 
on the back as required in France. Fortunately, in 
the case of the Murray automatic system as there is 
a receiving tape on which the message is recorded as 
perforations before it is printed, there is no difficulty 
in turning back by hand and printing the address 
where wanted, without interfering with the reception 
of the signals over the line. This is the arrangement 
adopted in Germany with the Murray automatic sys
tem. but there is undoubtedly loss of time when the 
automatic line and page feeds are not fully emploYerl. 
In any case with a direct-prfnting page-printer tur�
ing 'bapk is not pOSSible, and the message must be 
printed straight ahead as received. Page-prinUng 
saves time and labor; but the use of envelopes has � 
number of drawbacks. With the message folded 50 
as to show the address only, as on the C�ntinent no 
envelope is needed, and therefore there is no los� of 
time and labor' in addressing the envelopes and then' 
is no risk of error in copying the addresses on tl1(> 
envelopes. Also the cost of envelopes is a consinerahle 
item . . I n Great Britain, for instance, 90 million ('n
v£'lopes are required for telegrams every year. DoinIT 
without envelopes would therefore save a considerahl� 
sum; but in Great Britain there are a large number of 
registered addresses, and these com pel the writing 011t 
of the full address. Tn many cases, though, the more 
important registered addresses are printed ready on 
envelopes. The author devised a method of folding 
messages to suit page-printing telegraphs (see Fig. �). 

In this arrangement the address is transmitted first 
and then the preamble. This gets rid of any necessity 
to turn back, and the message can then be folded so as 
to show the address only. The conditions, however. 
are very eomplicated and in a case of this kind where 
there are so many conflicting considerations govern
ment departments are slow to move. Up to the present 
the new system of folding has not been used in F.ng
land or Germany, but it is used in connection with 
the Murray automatic system in Russia, Sweden. ani! 
Norway. It is suitable fo), any page-printing telegraph, 
and it appears to be the only possible way of dOing 
without an e nvelope in the case df messages received 
on a direct-printing page-printing telegraph. 

lITECIL\ NICAL nWFICULTlER. 

TIlTR recDrd of printing telegraph troubles may be 
conveniently brought to a rIose by some reference to 
the mechanical difficulties arising from the special 
mechanical problems that have to be solved by the 
inventors of printing telegraph machinery. Telegraph 
instruments be.long to the class of controlling ma
chines which are of necessity composed .of locl(s, 
valves. and other ratchet mechanisms. These are the 
most unsatisfaetory of all the kinematical elements, 
because they do not slide or roll; they strike. Also. 
their bad character is not improved by the facts that 
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